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Dietmar Harhoff *R&D SPILLOVERS, TECHNOLOGICAL PROXIMITY, 

AND PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH –

EVIDENCE FROM GERMAN PANEL DATA

ABSTRACT
This paper studies the effect of R&D spillovers on R&D spending and productivity in a

sample of German manufacturing firms. Using panel estimation techniques, the results

suggest that spillovers affect industries in a heterogeneous manner. In terms of R&D

investment, firms in high-technology sectors appear to react positively and more strongly

to spillovers than firms in other industries. Experiments with alternative spillover defini-

tions suggest that the effect is not due to racing phenomena. Moreover, in high-technol-

ogy industries spillovers have a productivity-enhancing effect in addition to encouraging

R&D investment. The effect is conditioned by the firm’s own R&D activity. Consistent with

the hypothesis of absorptive capacity, high R&D capital stocks appear to enable firms to

profit from external R&D.
1 INTRODUCTIONExternalities in the form of information or knowledge “spillovers” play a poten-

tially important role in shaping the incentives for research and development activi-

ties (R&D) of private firms. While there have been numerous theoretical and

empirical contributions to this field, researchers are nonetheless still far from

reaching definite conclusions as to the extent and effect of R&D spillovers. In par-

ticular, it has been extremely difficult to quantify the effect of R&D externalities

reliably. While R&D spillovers are generally assumed to exist and to cause major

externalities for firms undertaking R&D, it is less clear whether (or under what cir-

cumstances) one should think of external R&D as a complement or a substitute of

the firm’s own R&D. Moreover, it may well be that the effects of R&D spillovers

are contingent on the firm’s own efforts to search for information. This study is an

attempt to quantify the effects of R&D externalities. Using a particularly rich and

comprehensive set of firm-level panel data, I construct measures for the potential
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1. Einleitung

Über Innovation wird seit einiger Zeit in der Wirtschaftspolitik und in den

Wirtschaftswissenschaften viel gesprochen. Naturgemäß wird der Begriff im

Zuge der inflationären Verwendung nicht immer präzise definiert. Längst hat

diese Inflation auch Feuilletonisten auf den Plan gerufen. So wurde vor eini-

ger Zeit in der Süddeutschen Zeitung die Frage gestellt, ob es zu dem Begriff

Innovation, der vom Feuilletonisten als ,,im Kern erzkapitalistisc
h“ bezeich-

net wurde, überhaupt einen Gegenbegriff gibt (Seibt, 2005). Tradition wird in

diesem Beitrag dann als begrifflic
hes Pendant zu Innovation dargestellt. Diese

Gegenüberstellung ist selbst für Erzkapitalisten hilfreich. Im Folgenden sollen

zunächst einige begrifflic
he Abgrenzungen vorgenommen werden, bevor ich

die Kernthesen des Vortrags vorstelle.

1.1 Definitionen

Innovationen exakt abzugrenzen von Erfindungen, Investitionen und ande-

ren Begriffen hat sich als schwierig erwiesen.1 Vielen Definitionen des Begriffs

,,Innovation“ ist gemeinsam, dass sie Innovationen nicht nur als die Idee oder

Vorstellung einer Neuerung verstehen, sondern auch als die zumindest ver-

suchte Umsetzung der Idee. Der ,,schöne Gedanke“ reicht nicht. Der Begriff

der Innovation kann breit angewendet werden – es lassen sich damit auch ge-

sellschaftliche, organisatorische, künstlerische u.a. Neuerungen bezeichnen,

für die eine Umsetzung oder Implementierung versucht wird oder wurde. In

einem Marktsystem bedeutet Innovation die Entwicklung und Vermarktung

neuer Produkte und Dienstleistungen oder aber der interne Einsatz solcher

Neuerungen zum Zweck der Kostensenkung oder Reorganisation. Innerhalb

von öffentlichen Einrichtungen (z.B. Universitäten, Gerichtssystemen) bedeu-

tet Innovation die Einführung neuer Verfahren, Abläufe und Vorgehenswei-

1. Hauschildt (2004) führt in einer Zusammenfassung allein achtzehn mögliche Definitionen auf.
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We analyze the duration
and outcomes of patent
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applicatio

ns filed between 1982 and 1998. In

our empirical an
alysis, we distingu

ish between three grou
ps of dete

rminants: ap
plicant ch

aracteristi
cs, indicat

ors

of patent
quality and value, an

d determinants that affec
t the complexity of the examination task. The

results

from an accelerate
d failure time model indic

ate that more controver
sial claim

s lead to slower grants
but faster

withdrawals, whereas well-docum
ented applicatio

ns are approved
faster and

withdrawn more slowly. We find

strong evidence
that appli

cants accelerate
grant pro

ceedings
for their m

ost valua
ble patents, b

ut that th
ey also

prolong the battle for such patents if a withdrawal or refu
sal is imminent. Thi

s paper dev
elops implications
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these results fo
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decision making in research and developm
ent and innovatio

n management.
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1. Introduct
ion

The last three decades have seen an unpreced
ented

growth in patent filings at all major patent offices

of the world. Pate
nts are in high demand, beca

use

their tactical and strategic
importance

has grown

(Granstrand
1999, Kor

tum and Lerner 19
99, Lev 2001,

Hall 2005, von
Graevenitz

et al. 2008).
Managing a

corporatio
n’s intelle

ctual prop
erty (IP), and

patents in

particular
, has become a challenge

in strategic
plan-

ning, research
and developm

ent (R&D), and other

corporate
functions

related to innovatio
n. Patents

and their management are also becoming a topic

for boardroom
discussion

s, and the timing of patent

grants is sometimes crucial fo
r maximizing chances

to commercialize
a technolog

y (Rivette
and Kline

2000, Gans et al. 2008).
Information about the typi-

cal respon
se times of patent of

fices can therefore
be

helpful in determining optimal patent filing strate-

gies. At the same time, policy makers are
interested

in

reducing
the backlo

gs at pate
nt offices

and raise ques
-

tions with regard to a welfare-opt
imizing allocation

of

scarce examination capacity.
Our paper

seeks to con-

tribute new insights to these questions
by studying

the duration
and the outcomes of pate

nt examination

in an explorato
ry patent-lev

el analysi
s.

From a firm’s perspectiv
e, the examination process

determines whether a patent is granted or not and

also affects the
date of the patent gra

nt, which carries

important s
trategic, l

egal, and
financial

implications
.

First, at th
e time of the grant, ful

l rights to
injunctive

relief and
other lega

l instrum
ents are bestowed upon

the receiver of the patent. Prior to the grant date,

only limited options for enforcem
ent are available.

Second, o
nly the grant of a

patent res
olves rem

aining

uncertain
ty with regard to its exact delineatio

n and

thus further facilitates
legal actio

n against in
fringers.

The removal of uncertain
ty also alleviates

negotiat-

ing and closing licensing
contracts

(Gans et al. 2008
).

It should be noted, ho
wever, that

a patent grant is

associated
with financial

conseque
nces, such

as pay-

ments for fees, tran
slations, r

enewal, etc. Th
ese con-

sequences
may make it attractive

for patent owners

to delay the patent grant. Delaying the patent grant

may also be appealing
for strateg

ic reasons
, because

a

pending applicatio
n creates un

certainty
for rivals

and

may be modified in the course of further
discussion

s

with the examiner. Bein
g able to predict and influ-

ence the timing and outcomes of patent
examination

is therefo
re of utmost importance

for managing a cor-

poration’s
patent po

rtfolio.
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O ver the last twenty years, an
intriguing set of

innovation
studies has focused

on
the role of

users in innovation processes. Starting with Eric von

Hippel’s
observation

that
major

innovations
fre-

quently come from
users rather than manufacturers,

the
fundamental understanding

of innovation
pro-

cesses has been reframed. Moreover, with the advent

of Internet-based user communities, more and more

users have been empowered to contribute to innova-

tion processes. There have been numerous studies that

focus on
the motivational forces that lead

users to

contribute to the overall innovation process—without

insisting on property rights and direct quid pro quo

monetary rewards. In particular, the analysis of open

source software development processes has generated

valuable insights into the decision-making of contri-

buting individuals. This type of innovation process has

been
described

as private–collective activity, where

both private incentives and collective mechanisms are

at work. The mix of incentives poses difficult chal-

lenges to managers in the Internet age.

There is little doubt that the relationship between

firms and
user communities is of increasing impor-

tance. Firms now
seek to initiate user communities or

to build linkages to existing ones. The purpose of such

interactions is not always clear, but motives such as

improving engineering efficiency and innovation out-

put as well as recruiting may play an important role.

Furthermore, some companies have started
to view

communities
as

a
vehicle

for enhancing
customer

loyalty. For example, BMW
recently

supported
the

evolution
of a

community
focused

on
its series of

high-powered M
cars. Currently, there is no generally

accepted
framework

that would
guide

managerial

interaction
with

communities. W
hile

scholars have

started
to

examine
the

interaction
between

firms

and user communities in more detail, our understand-

ing of the phenomenon is still in its infancy.

In this paper, we suggest a typology of innovation

arrangements. The polar cases are the ones presented

by von
Hippel and

von
Krogh, but we extend

their

classification by arrangements which we call hybrid

innovation
processes. von

Hippel and
von

Krogh

describe as one classical innovation mode a situation

in which a manufacturer relies on secrecy and exclu-

sion rights to appropriate a return to innovation. This

return
then

justifies investments in
innovation. The

other polar mode is called
private–collective action

innovation; here a community operates under a free-

revealing regime. The incentive problem
for the con-

tributing agents is resolved via private benefits, which

can
consist

of reputational advantages, reciprocal

exchange patterns, and so forth. In this mode, com-

munities may
deliver innovations on

a stand-alone

basis. In the pure case, no manufacturer is required

to deliver the product or service.

There is a vast middle ground between these polar

cases. Commercially operating firms may collaborate

with communities in various ways. One form
of col-

laboration entails the bundling of open
source soft-

ware and the commercial offer of services focused on

the open source product. But in many cases, a com-

munity may even tolerate the direct, private appro-

priation of community-based innovation by the firm.

W
e call these cases hybrid innovation processes, since

they are similar to the open
source model in

some

regards, but also show
characteristics of the classical

model, in
which

property
rights play

an
important

role. To bemore precise, in a hybrid innovation process

one entity systematically and
repeatedly capitalizes

commercially on
freely revealed

innovations gener-

ated by a user community. In this paper, we discuss

salient characteristics of such hybrid innovation mod-

els, provide explorative empirical evidence and derive

implications for management and future research.

COM
M
UNITY–F IRM

COLLABORAT ION
AS A

SOURCE
OF INNOVAT ION

User communities
are

generally
understood

to
be

nodes
consisting

of individuals
or

firms
intercon-

nected by information transfer links that may involve

face-to-face, electronic, or other communication. User

communities have gained importance with the advent
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